
Tender No.
Tender Date

:
:
JFD9257L13
20.03.2013

Bid Closing On
Bid Opening On

:
:
28.05.2013 at 13:00 hrs.(IST)
28.05.2013 at 13:00 hrs.(IST)

Tender issued to following parties only:

Slno V_Code Vendor Name City/Country
1 101154 WEATHERFORD INTERNATIONAL INC TEXAS - 77027
2 102206 FEKETE ASSOCIATES INC. CALGARY, ALBERTA,

CANADA
3 204284 RESERVOIL NAVI MUMBAI



OIL INDIA LIMITED Fax-0291 2727050
(A Govt. of India Enterprise) Ph-0291 2727048
Rajasthan Project,
02-A,SARASWATI NAGAR, Email: mat_rp@oilindia.in
DISTRICT SHOPPING CENTRE, BASNI
JODHPUR- 342005,
RAJASTHAN, INDIA
ANNEXURE-I Tender No.

Tender Date
:
:

JFD9257L13
20.03.2013

Item No./
Mat. Code

Material Description Quantity UOM

10
0C000525

Pressure transient Analysis Software

Technical Specification :
The software should be able to perform the following
1. Types of wells and fluids:
# Productions and Injection
# Vertical, deviated and horizontal
# Oil, water, dry gas (with N2, H2S and Co2), condensate and volatile oil)
# Correlation based PVT calculation and EOS.
2. Gauge Data Import:
# No limitation in handling data from the number of gauges or data points
# Handle wide range of data and date formats
# Editing flexibility in between from loading data to moving forward
# capabilities to minimize noise filtration pertaining to production data and
pressure data
3. Analytical and Numerical Analysis:
# User friendly with quick and easy data entry.
# Based on industry standard derivative methods preferably based on
Bourdet derivative.
# Such software should be able to load and handle unlimited number of
pressure data points and multiple gauges.
# This software should have capacity to do well test analysis on a 2-D
geological map. It should be able to digitize contour map, well locations,
faults. It should also be visualized in 3-D.
# It should have an option of selecting an appropriate model from a list of
models suggested from some inbuilt algorithm like artificial intelligence based
model advisor.
# It should have the capability of doing a number of analysis successively
either starting from previous analysis or from nothing.
# It should have option of regression on the type curve, or historical
pressures, and should include an option for the program to use a wide search
type of starting values for the parameter.
# It should include a numerical simulator for complicated geometries.
# The numerical simulator should be able to handle reservoirs of variable
thickness and porosities, including dual porosity reservoirs. Should be able to
simulate multiphase behaviour layer by layer.
# It should have option to create an intake plot with a choice of pressure drop
correlations, import third party lift curves and correlation of the model
pressures to the actual gauge depth.
# It should be able to handle multi-phase and multi-layered reservoirs
analytically. The multi-layer option should be able to handle the input an
unlimited number of downhole rate channel corresponding to any combination
of layer contributions and the rates are to be included in the non-linear
regression.
# It should have a very user-friendly environment, including for the simulator.
# Data loading and handling has to be flexible and easy. The program should

1 NO
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have sophisticated algorithms to handle noisy data.
# It should have capability to create a derivative plot by taking into account
noise minimization and easy selection of most accurate well model, reservoir
model and boundary condition. This is very important to arrive at right results.
# It should be able to do quality control / quality assurance of gauge data.
# The program has to have an extensive library of well, reservoir and
boundary models.
# 2-D grid map for numerical model simulation that includes the possibility of
additional interfering wells, faults with varying transmissibility, varying porosity
and varying formation thickness.
# The possibility to import an unlimited number of data sets from an unlimited
number of gauges and then perform unlimited number of interpretations in the
same session. Ability to overlay analysis and compare.
# Overlay and comparison of files from transients years apart or from similar
nearby wells.
# Advanced non linear regression including hybrid genetic algorithm for wide
searches and avoiding local traps.
# Ability to handle non linear diffusion in the 2D simulator hence respecting
real PVT in the case of Condensate, dead oil, real gas bubble point or dew
point liquids, with or without water.
# 3-D time stepped representation of pressure behaviour in the 2-D model.
# Should possess Non-Linear averaging (4th power quadratic averaging)
method.
# The reservoir geometry simulation should be multi-well.
# The software have unique 2-D numerical module extending the modeling
capabilities to situations with arbitrary outer boundary shapes, any fault
trajectories, composite zones etc.
# Gas and condensate well test with real gas pseudo-pressure (with or
without pseudo-time), pressure squared or pressure options.
# Turbulent skin option for all fluid types using rates versus skin approach.
# Wellbore storage models: constant, variable
# Fast and robust optimization routine / Regression on pressure for
parameter optimization
# Gas material balance correction for closed systems.
# Capable to build numerical model of the reservoir with limited entry well,
vertical and fractured, horizontal well, X-Y and H-V anisotropies.
# Capable to build numerical model handling multilayer with cross-flow and
multiple wells and partial completion.
# 3D representation of reservoir structure.
# Capable to handle horizontal anisotropy.
# Sensitivity analysis by matching model with multiple ranges of parameters.
# Should possess the capability for test designing for tight, thin multi-stack
sand vertical and horizontal wells.
# Perform Pressure Transient calculations by different analytical as well as
numerical methods viz, Log-Log analysis, Horner analysis, MDH, Simulation
etc.
# Perform calculations for under-saturated, saturated, gas and condensate
reservoirs.
4. Deliverability/Production forecasting:
# Various types of IPR model generation for production and injection.
# Empirical C and n analysis methods for gas and condensate fluid types
# Prediction of flow rates, reservoir pressure, FBHP etc., vs time
# Constraining capability with minimum production, pressure etc.
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5. Platform/ Graphical and Report Output:
# Windows 95, 98, 2000, XP and UNIX/ Linux compliant
# Should be able to import files from MS-Excel, MS-Access and other ODBC
compliant databases.
6. Compliant Database:
# Export plots to BMP,GIF, JPG,TIF etc., formats
# Report to be exported in various word processors.
# Ensure that the output from the software should be plotted / printed on a
wide range of printers and plotters.

30
0C000525

ADVANCED PRODUCTION DECLINE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE:

Technical Specification:
I. Software should comprise of all the features mentioned below:

1. Traditional decline analysis - Exponential, hyperbolic and harmonic decline
for calculating Expected Ultimate recovery (EUR)
2. Normalized pressure Integral- To estimate, original fluid in place,
permeabilty, skin and fractured half length
3. Fetkovich Type curve - To estimate EUR as well as skin and permeabilty
4. Flowing Material balance - Converts flowing pressure to average and to
calculate fluid in place.
5. Blasingame
6. Data reduction
7. Agarwal-Gardner
8. Analytical and numerical model

II. Platform/ Graphical and Report Output:
# Windows 95, 98, 2000, XP and UNIX/ Linux compliant
# Should be able to import files from MS-Excel, MS-Access and other ODBC
compliant databases.
III. Compliant Database:
# Export plots to BMP,GIF, JPG,TIF etc., formats
# Report to be exported in various word processors.
# Ensure that the output from the software should be plotted / printed on a
wide range of printers and plotters.

1 NO

Installation & Commissioning
20 Installation & Commissioning for item 10 1 AU

Installation & Commissioning
40 Installation & Commissioning for item 30 1 AU

Standard Notes: 1.0 Items shall be brand new, unused & of prime quality. Bidders shall warrant (in event of order)
that the items will be free from all defects & fault in material, workmanship and manufacture and
shall be in full conformity with the ordered specification. This clause shall be valid for 18 months
from date of shipment or 12 months from the date of commissioning, whichever is earlier. The
defective items, if any, rejected by OIL shall be replaced by the supplier at their own expenses.
Bidders must confirm the same in their quotation.
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2.0 Validity of the offer should be 120 days from the date of bid opening. Bid with lesser validity
will be rejected.

3.0 Quotation should be submitted in triplicate.

4.0 Bidders are to quote the Material Value, FOB/FCA Charges upto Port of shipment, Total
FOB/FCA value, Ocean/Air Freight Charges upto Kolkata Port/Airport, best possible delivery
period, Payment terms (preferably Sight Draft), Port of Shipment, Country of Origin, Indian
Agent's Name as well as its Commission, if any, Nett & Gross weight of materials etc. in their
quotation.

5.0 The items covered by this tender do not qualify for Nil Customs Duty. Hence, OIL would not
issue Essentiality Certificate and Project Authority Certificate. Bidders are requested to take note
of the same.

6.0 The Minimum FOB / FCA Charges in case of partial order for reduced quantity /items shall
have to be indicated by the bidder. In case this is not indicated specifically, the charges quoted
would be prorata calculated and the same will be binding on the bidder.

7.0 The Port/Airport of unloading is Kolkata Sea Port/Airport, India (For Foreign Bidders)

8.0 Indigenous Party to quote for Unit Material value, Packing/Forwarding Charges, Taxes &
Duties as applicable, Transportation charges upto OIL Office at Jodhpur, Payment Terms,
Delivery Period, Net. & Gross Weight etc. in their offer.

9.0 Indian agent on behalf of the principal/OEM or Principal/OEM itself can bid but both
cannot bid simultaneously.

10.0 In case of Indian agent, if the agent submits bid on behalf of the Principal/OEM, the same
agent shall not submit a bid on behalf of another Principal/OEM.

11.0 In the event of receipt of only a single offer against the tender within B.C. date, OIL
reserves the right to extend the B.C. date as deemed fit by the Company. During the extended
period, the bidders who have submitted the bids on or before the original B.C. date shall not be
permitted to revise their quotation.

12.0 Please go through the details of our General terms and conditions vide booklet
MM/RP/GLOBAL/2011 before quoting which may be obtained from the following website link:

http://www.oil-india.com/pdf/tenders/global/Terms_RP_Global_13022012.pdf

The above booklet is a key booklet containing terms and conditions, salient points being
followed in OIL. Bidders are advised to read it carefully so that offers are made in
complaince with those points, terms and conditions.

13.0 Please consider bid closing time as at 15:00 hrs (IST). You are advised to ignore the timing
of 13:00 hrs (IST), appearing in the front page of tender documents.

14.0 The prices offered will have to be firm through delivery and not subject to variation on any
account. A bid submitted with an adjustable price will be treated as non-responsive and rejected.

15.0 Bids received after the bid closing date and time will be rejected. Similarly, modifications to
bids received after the bid closing date & time will not be considered.

16.0 Bids received from unsolicited parties shall not be considered and rejected.
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17.0 Original signed offer should be submitted in sealed envelope. No offers should be sent by
Telex, Cable, E-mail or Fax. Such offers will not be accepted.

18.0 Bids shall have no interlineations, erasures or overwriting except as necessary to correct
the errors made by the bidder, in which case, such corrections shall be initiated by the person(s)
signing the bid. Any bid not meeting this requirement shall be rejected.

19.0 The offer should reach within the Bid Closing Date & Time addressed to:

CHIEF MANAGER (M&C)
OIL INDIA LIMITED
RAJASTHAN PROJECT
M&C DEPARTMENT
02-A SARASWATI NAGAR, BASNI
DISTRICT SHOPPING CENTRE
JODHPUR - 342005,
RAJASTHAN
INDIA

Other terms and conditions of the enquiry shall be as per General Terms and Conditions for
Global(Foreign) Tender vide MM/RP/GLOBAL/2011. However, if any of the Clauses of this
tender document contradict the Clauses of the booklet MM/RP/GLOBAL/2011 elsewhere, those
in this tender document shall prevail.

Special Notes : Following notes are applicable for Pressure Transient Analysis and Advance Prod Decline
Analysis:

1.0 Licences:
The party should quote for 1 no. of licenses (for perpetual standalone license).

2.0 Warranty:
The party:
2.1 Should provide minimum one (1) year warranty for the software from the date of
commissioning or 18 months from the date of shipment / dispatch whichever is earlier.
2.2 Will have to provide upgrades released during the warranty period at no extra cost to OIL.

3.0 Installation and Commissioning:
Installation and Commissioning will have to be carried out at Jodhpur to OIL's satisfaction within
one week of arrival of software. The software should be tested with test data provided by OIL.
Onsite basic familiarization training on all aspects of the application of the software will have to
be organized at Geoscience Department of OIL. This will be followed by familiarization at
Jodhpur.

4.0 General:
The party should:
4.1 Provide a list of their clients worldwide along with the quotation.
4.2 Provide a list of identified bugs, if any.
4.3 Agree to provide technical support during the entire warranty
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